The Partners (Dire Calls)

A former Army officer and a grizzled veteran police detective meet in a chance encounter
which sets them off down the road towards partnership. The time they spend together closing
cases in Homicide Unit forges a bond between them, inspiring the kind of friendship and
respect that lasts a lifetime. Yet all good things must come to an end, and their collaboration
on the Job comes full circle within this volume. In Predawn Rescue ex-Lieutenant Griffon
Dire sets out to stop a brutal assault and makes a friend in the bargain. Day Breaks follows the
freshly-assigned Detective Dire on his first case with friend and mentor, Detective Hargold
Thief. The events of Noon High cause Dire to question what a reasonable motive for murder
might truly be. In the novella Sunset Ride, Detective Thief is running out of time to bring his
oldest friends killer to justice, and Griffon finds himself compelled to do anything to help his
partner. Even if what needs to be done means stepping over lines that ought not be crossed. A
frustrated Griffon has a chance encounter on Deads Night which leads to his pursuit of the
perpetrators of an assault on the police; yet in the heat of the chase Dire finds himself drawn
into the one place in the city he cant call for help. Finally, a newly-retired Thief and
Hammersmith watchtowers Captain Trawler drown their Midnight Sorrows and hatch a plan to
bring Griffon back under control. This bundle consists of the first four Dire Calls volumes:
Day Breaks, Noon High, Sunset Ride, and Deads Night. Dire Calls shorts offer readers a
quick fix of police procedural action situated in the fantastic world of author Mathew Reuthers
Thousand Kingdoms. Perfect for lunchtime, commute, or similar quick reads, the stories focus
on the men and women of New Dagonias finest. New tales of bravery and duty are available
every two weeks, ensuring that fans are never stuck waiting too long for new episodes. Reader
Advisory: Dire Crimes stories contain themes which are appropriate for young adult to mature
readers. Parents are encouraged to read the story before deciding if their YA readers are
mature enough for the subject matter. (62,700 words in 6 stories; SFWA Classes: 4 Short
Stories, Novelette, Novella)
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